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Walk a Mile in Their Shoes
Walk a Mile Introduction
Father Hudson’s Care would like to
thank everyone who took part in last
year’s Walk a Mile in their Shoes
campaign. Your work has made a
huge difference to St Catherine’s Day
Service for people with a range of
disabilities and care needs.
The support of staff and students at
senior schools across the
Our Hydrotherapy pool room has been restored.
Archdiocese has enabled Father
(Before, left, and after, right.)
Hudson’s Care to renovate the
hydrotherapy pool room, meaning it now surpasses its former glory and is in great demand.
Thanks to schools’ fundraising, Father Hudson’s has been able to install a ramp into the
garden to make it more accessible. Many of the people who come to St Catherine’s benefit
from sensory stimulation, and the money raised has been used to develop the sensory room,
making it a calm place to relax in. Thank you.
This year’s theme, Being a Friend, is about Relational Poverty. People experience relational
poverty when they lack the human relationships they need to live a happy life. These
relationships may be with family, friends or colleagues. Without them people can feel lonely
and socially excluded, leading to physical and mental ill health.
Like other forms of poverty, relational poverty is about not having enough of something.
Material poverty has an impact on relational poverty. Someone in the UK suffering from
material poverty may lack the income or resources to participate fully in accepted daily life. It
is difficult to have a social life if, for example, you cannot afford a bus fare, a drink in a café or
a presentable set of clothes. It is quite possible, however, to be materially rich and yet suffer
from relational poverty.
The aim for this year’s Walk a Mile in their Shoes campaign is to raise awareness of the
different levels and types of relational poverty within today’s society, and to raise funds for
Father Hudson’s Care, the social care agency of the Catholic Archdiocese of Birmingham.
Father Hudson’s is working to tackle loneliness and social exclusion in a variety of contexts.
Over the course of this campaign, you will engage with case studies of people who Father
Hudson’s Care and its community partners have helped to overcome relational poverty.
Relational poverty is something that can affect anyone of any age. Many factors can
contribute to this and these will be explored through this course. At the end of the course,
students will hopefully notice when others are suffering relational poverty and know what to
do to help.
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This campaign is grounded in Catholic Social
Teaching. By helping those who are suffering
relational poverty, whatever the cause, we are
doing God’s work. We are following Catholic
Social Teaching: by visiting me, you helped me;
by speaking to me, you helped me. These little
acts have great value.
Throughout the Walk a Mile in Their Shoes
campaign we will look at the good works that
Father Hudson’s Care carries out to help those
experiencing relational poverty. And we will
look at how we too can come together to help
end loneliness.

Teacher’s Guidance
This pack is designed to be incorporated into time spent with a Lay Chaplain, PHSE sessions,
form time or other time that suits your school. The pack is mainly discussion based and
elements should last between 15 and 30 minutes.
This pack should provide an opportunity for the students to reflect upon others’ struggles,
and practise gratitude for what they have in their lives, while also inspiring generosity by not
only donating money to Father Hudson’s Care, but also donating time to listen to and help
others within their community.
In turn, this opportunity will help the students put Catholic Social Teaching into practice.
Pointing this out throughout your discussions will make your students more aware of Catholic
Social Teaching and what it entails, hopefully encouraging them to take intentional choices in
the future that mirror the Social Teaching points they have practised in these sessions.
For further information on any of the projects mentioned in this booklet, please visit
www.fatherhudsons.org.uk. From there you will also find links to projects Father Hudson’s
supports and works with but does not necessarily run.
There are many inspirational videos online about the causes and effects of loneliness and
these may help students engage with the topic. A good example is provided by the Loneliness
Project: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYc85A8f2CM.
Social isolation can lead to homeliness, as people lack the support networks to help them
through hard times. The Catholic Social Action Network, CSAN, has produced material for the
World Day of the Poor, including a video testimony from John, whose life was turned around:
http://www.csan.org.uk/worlddayofthepoor/.
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What is Relational Poverty?
Discussion Sheet
Relational poverty is also known as the poverty of isolation. It is becoming increasingly
common and charities like Father Hudson’s Care are trying to combat this through their work.
There are many kinds of poverty – the most common kind people think of is financial poverty.
This could well have an impact on social poverty, as we tend to find they are linked. People
may suffer social isolation due to a lack of funds to go out, inability to travel to see friends
and family, or being unable to afford to join an activity.
This example relates heavily to younger people.
We may feel the same – if we can’t afford to go
out, we won’t. But then we’re stuck inside. With
the prevalence of social media in our lives, it’s
difficult to avoid seeing friends going out and
enjoying things without us. This can make us feel
down and lonely, and is one example of material
poverty affecting relational poverty.
It is also evident in the elderly. Age UK states that
1.2 million elderly people have reported feeling
chronically lonely. This, the NHS has said, can cause a multitude of mental health issues.
For some older people, just leaving the house is a struggle. This could be because of an illness,
a mobility issue or that they just do not feel confident. Many case studies and reports have
shown this often occurs after bereavement, illness or a hospital stay.
How would we feel if our elderly parents or grandparents had not seen anyone all week and
their only conversation was with a carer or someone at the local shop? We would not wish
members of our own family to be lonely; we should not let loneliness afflict others.
Language barriers can also create isolation. If we can’t communicate with other people, how
are we going to make friends, or simply chat to someone? People who do not speak English,
or whose language skills are not good, can feel very lonely, kept out of a society they want to
be a part of.
How do you think you would feel if you were experiencing relational poverty?
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How you could help
There are many ways of combating relational
poverty.
You could volunteer at a day centre, you could
join a charity befriending service where you visit
the elderly in their homes, call them once a
week or send them regular letters, or for the
more tech savvy send them regular e-mails. A
smile or a word of greeting takes a second, but
the effects can last much longer. You could also
donate to charities like Father Hudson’s Care,
whose services within communities touch
thousands of people and help reduce the level of relational poverty.
How would you feel if you could never afford to go out with your friends at the weekend?
How would you feel if you struggled to make friends and had no one to text in the evenings or
go out with?
Father Hudson’s Care has collaborative community projects that run services for younger
people to visit, giving a chance to make friends. Hope Community, for example, is a project in
Wolverhampton that works with vulnerable and isolated people. Its many activities include a
women’s group, lunch club, friendship group for older people and social clubs and activities
for children and young people. These help alleviate social isolation, promote friendships and
help people feel part of their community.
In Sandwell, Brushstrokes is a project that supports newcomers, especially asylum seekers
and refugees. It provides English classes to help people integrate into their new community.
These classes help people communicate not just with their neighbours, but with doctors,
social workers, employers, and more – it opens many doors for them and means they can
access vital services that we may take for granted.
Poverty is not just about being financially poor; you can be poor in other ways.
Can you think of other ways you could help someone experiencing relational poverty?
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Teacher’s Guidance
For the first section in form time, time with a Lay Chaplain or a PHSE session, discuss the
document ‘What is relational poverty?’
Explain what relational poverty is and ask students to think of examples of why someone
might be experiencing this. Answers could include being unable to go out because of lack of
funds, mobility problems, ill health or language barriers.
Give out the handout ‘What is relational poverty’ and discuss. Ask the students if they have
ever been subject to this, or if they know anyone who has. Encourage them to leave out
names as this could cause an issue if it is someone they know in school.
How would we feel if we were in those situations or if our family was in those situations?
Relational poverty is intimately connected to an element of Catholic Social Teaching; does
anyone know what element it would come under? (Answer: Preferential Option for the Poor.)
What does this element mean? (Answer: to look after and support those who are poor. The
2016 Theos report, Catholic Social Thought and Catholic Charities in Britain Today, argues that
we should support those suffering poverty, both material and emotional. This would cover
financial poverty and emotional poverty such as social isolation.)
Encourage students to reflect on the document and put themselves in the shoes of those who
have experienced or are experiencing this. Talk through how you might feel and what it might
lead to (for example, depression and anxiety).
Ask students to write down a few ideas to answer the question, How do you think you would
feel if you were experiencing relational poverty? These do not need to be lengthy and can
just be words – lonely, anxious, sad…
Ask students to re-read the document, highlighting anything they feel is important, shocking,
or positive from the document. How do they feel about this? Do they feel they should do
more?
Give out the handout, ‘How you could help.’ After reading through this, ask students to write
down a few ideas to answer the question, How could you help people experiencing social
isolation and relational poverty? Again, answers need not be long and could include
examples like calling grandparents, writing a welcome letter to a newcomer or volunteering
at a group to mentor younger children.
If there is time and it is appropriate, mind map thoughts and feelings you have discussed as a
group. This can be referred to later in the pack with the work on the case studies.
Finish the discussion with a group prayer – see prayers, Prayer for Overcoming Loneliness.
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Cassie, Family Support
Cassie, aged 15, struggles a lot at school. She’s doing
fine academically but she finds it very difficult to talk to
people in her class, to make friends and to be involved
socially.
Cassie would love to be able to take part in dance after
school, but she wants to get out of school as soon as
possible at the end of the day as she feels so stressed
being there.
She feels that people talk about her and bully her because she can’t keep up with them in
terms of what she wears and the phone she has. She wishes that she could wear what they
wear and then she feels she would have something in common with the other people in her
class. But she feels that she can’t.
Unfortunately for Cassie, home is not the safe haven it should be. Her Mum and Dad don’t
speak anymore and she never really knows who she is going home to. Her head is so full of
this that she doesn’t really have time to worry about keeping up with the latest fashions and
trends – she has bigger issues to deal with. But she also feels she has no one to talk to.
With no friends at school and a stressful home life, Cassie feels like she is stuck in a rut and
has no one to turn to.

However, there is a way to help Cassie. Her school have noticed that Cassie needs someone to
help her through her difficulties. The school employs a Family Support Worker from Father
Hudson’s Care and Cassie is now able to meet with her support worker, Bea, once a week.
With Bea, she talks through the issues she is facing and together they work through what’s
bothering her and see what they can do about it. Cassie feels that she has a really safe place
to talk and that she can do something practical to combat the things which are making her
feel so lonely and isolated.
Cassie said of her experience with her Family Support Worker, “I had very low confidence,
when I was being bullied and Bea helped me to gain most of it back. She helped me boost my
self-esteem and she helped me make friends when I didn’t think I could.”

This case study is based on a real life example, but the names and some of the details have
been changed to protect Cassie’s privacy.
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Teacher’s Guidance
Ask the students to read through Cassie’s case study.
Choose three words to describe how Cassie must have felt at first.
Discuss the change in Cassie. Do you think that her Family Support Worker has played an
important role in her feeling like this?
Do you think every school should have access to a Family Support Worker like Bea?
If you met Cassie, what do you think you could have done to help her?
Write a short letter to Cassie, encouraging her and offering some words of support she could
read to help her along her journey.
Finish with a prayer – see prayer sheet, prayer for those in need in our own communities.
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Raymond
Raymond, aged 84, is a retired butcher and potter.
After his wife died, Raymond was left on his own. He fell ill and was admitted to hospital for
two weeks. After this he was put into a care home for a further four weeks before being
allowed to return home.
Raymond’s daughter took him in, but she must work long hours each day, leaving Raymond at
home without company.
His doctor advised him he needed to become more active in order to improve his health.
Raymond took up walking up and down his garden but he didn’t see anyone. He felt better
physically, but he missed socialising and needed to get out of the house. He was tired and fed
up of being on his own.
In groups, think about what kind of support Raymond needs. What services might help him?
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Solace in Young at Heart
Raymond is now a regular at a community
group run by Father Hudson’s Young at Heart
Project.
He started making weekly visits to a Young at
Heart group. When Raymond was asked what
Young at Heart means to him his response
was uplifting.
“It stops me feeling lonely. I live with
my daughter but she’s out at work so
I’m on my own every day. It gets me
out and meeting people which I
wouldn’t do if I didn’t have the group
to come to. I feel less lonely.”
It is clear how much Raymond values Father Hudson’s work at setting up Young at Heart. It
has made such a change in his life. Prior to attending the group, he would have been a victim
of relational poverty. But from his own admission, he is now a lot less lonely and enjoys
meeting new people.
Young at Heart is a community project in Staffordshire that helps older people who are
experiencing social isolation to become more involved in the community. It runs social groups
and lunch clubs that get people out of the house and interacting with one another once more.
The groups put on activities that benefit the health and happiness of the people who attend.
Yoga, chair exercises, healthy eating sessions and talks from health professionals help the
older people stay well. Games, dancing, music, film clubs and day trips help boost their
mental wellbeing.
The groups are led by volunteers who give their time to help older people feel part of a
community again. Older people can go along and share a meal with others, take part in
activities like dancing and bingo, or simply sit and chat with their new friends.
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Teacher’s Guidance
Ask the students to read through Raymond’s case study.
Discuss how Raymond must have felt to start with, and ask whether they would like their
parents or grandparents to feel that way?
Working in groups or pairs, ask the students to think of ideas to help Raymond. For example,
social clubs to help him meet people; activities to keep him healthy.
Afterwards, ask for feedback from each group and then give out ‘Solace in Young at Heart.’
Discuss the change in Raymond. Do we think the charity group has done a good thing?
Do we need something like this locally?
Have students look online, if appropriate, to find a group similar in the local area. If there
aren’t any, do you think it would be beneficial?
Who could we get in contact with to make this happen?
If there is time and it is appropriate, write a letter to your local councillor. Discuss the need
for a group such as Young at Heart. Discuss the benefits of these groups, using statistics to
demonstrate these.
This activity and discussion can be carried into the next session when we discuss another case
study similar to Raymond’s.
Finish with a prayer – see prayer sheet, Prayer for the Elderly.
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June
In 2014, June went to stay with her son and his family for three weeks. When she got home
and closed the door, the silence and emptiness of her house hit her.
“I thought if I stood here and screamed, no one would hear me.
No one would come.”
Up until that point she hadn’t thought of herself as lonely. But on her return home she
realised she sat in silence for most of the day. She missed the comings and goings of
grandchildren, friends and family.
June suffers from a condition called COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease), a serious
lung condition. As well as this she suffers from severe mobility problems, meaning she can’t
go out on her own and needs to know where she is going so she can get back safely.
June feels her mobility issues affect her ability to make friends – her friends often go for walks
and June can’t join in as she needs to sit down a lot. She just can’t do the same as others –
she has found herself in a rut doing the same things day in day out.
How would you feel if June had told you this?

What would you have said to her?

What do you think could help her?

What do you think she would get out of joining a Young at Heart group?
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Young at Heart offers a
helping hand
June found out about Young at Heart through her
church. She makes a point of saying it’s not just
church people who visit, it’s open to everyone.
It’s close to her home and during the daytime, so she
feels safe and capable about getting to and from the
group. Many of the activities are sitting down so she
feels equal and can get involved with everyone else.
She says the group is needed as it brings people
together.
June tells us that she loves her days out, but has been limited in the past with her mobility
issues. By going out with Young at Heart she is with people she knows, and people who
understand her condition. There is extra care provided in the form of staff and volunteers
who can help her if she begins to feel unwell.
June mentions she loves being able to eat with company. Every evening she eats on her own
at home, so when Tuesday at Young Heart rolls around she is overjoyed to be sharing a meal
with her friends. She says it is lovely to have an adventure and a meal with her friends. She
loves it.
“Before I came to Young at Heart I didn’t think I was lonely. I got on okay. I went into
town, got a few bits, went home, watched telly and thought I was fine. But really the
TV had become my friend. My long-time friends live all over the country and my
family live away now. So when I started coming to Young at Heart I realised how
much better I felt. I had not really noticed before. But now it’s lovely!”
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Teacher’s Guidance
Ask the students to read June’s case study and ask them to come up with answers to the four
questions and then feed back ideas to the group.
Hand out ‘Young at Heart offers a helping hand.’ Young at Heart has had a massive impact on
June. She has found a new sense of confidence and a new lease of life.
If June did not have Young at Heart, how could we help?
How is her story similar to Raymond’s from the previous session?
What benefits to health do you think groups like this have?
How does our social life affect our mood?
How do you think you would feel if you had nobody to sit with at lunchtime?
Continue writing the letter to your local councillor to have something like this set up in the
local community.
Finish with a prayer – see prayer sheet, Prayer for the Elderly.
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Ines
Ines is a 17-year-old girl originally from Lisbon in Portugal, who came to the country with her
mother and two sisters.
In Portugal she was never short of company; friends and family would visit regularly; she was
sociable at school and in her local area. She knew how to make friends and had many.
However, when Ines moved to England she found it was very different to her home in
Portugal. She found it difficult to make friends and mix with people. She began to feel bad
about herself – her self-esteem was low and she felt very different compared to other people
her age. Ines’s mother also found the move to the UK difficult, as she didn’t speak much
English.

How do you think Ines felt in a new country, a new school?

If you moved to a new place where you didn’t know anyone how could you meet people?

How do you think it would feel to move to a new country where you might not be able to
speak the language?

How could we help Ines and her mother?
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Ines finds Hope
Ines heard about the Hope
Community project in
Wolverhampton, and decided to sign
up with her sister.
The sense of community amongst
other young people was clear as Ines
finally saw some hope. She began to
realize “There isn’t anything wrong
with me.” It was a place she could go
to socialise and meet new people. It
stopped Ines falling victim to
relational poverty.
Not only did it help Ines, but it also helped her mum who visited Hope Community with Ines.
Hope helped her through English classes and now she can talk and write in English very well,
and she is a lot more confident. Not knowing a language can be daunting and not being able
to communicate with anyone can be very lonely, meaning not only Ines, but also her mother,
at one point became victims of relational poverty.
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Teacher’s Guidance
Read over Ines’s story.
How would you feel if you went to live in a country where you couldn’t speak the language?
‘Mind Map’ these thoughts in dark colours.
How would you feel if you went to another country and you got help to learn the language
and make friends? Mind Map these thoughts on the same sheet but in bright colours.
Look at the difference in the words; does this reflect the change in Ines?
Do you think relational poverty could ever affect you?
It can affect anyone; think about transitions from school to college, university and work. You
may find it hard to settle in. You may not make friends easily.
Should we have more projects like the Hope Community project?
Could we introduce something similar in school or the local community?
How would it benefit the local community?
How could we help people like Ines? (For example, say hello to someone new each day, get to
know more people, or go to a club and mix with new people.)

The next session will look at helping others who have fallen victim to relational poverty.

Finish with a prayer – see prayer sheet, A Prayer for Hope.
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How can we help?
Now you have had a few opportunities to think about
relational poverty, you should be able to think of some
ways that you can help tackle it.
Write down ideas to the questions below:
Who experiences relational poverty?

What effect does relational poverty have on people?

How can I help someone experiencing relational poverty? (Think about how you can help
older people, young people, those who are ill, people who are newcomers, etc.)

What can we as a class or a school do to help?
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Ways we can help
There are many ways we can help people suffering from social isolation. You may have come
up with some of these in your groups.












Volunteer for a befriending service – this is where you visit someone who is in need of
company.
Volunteer for a telephone befriending service – some charities offer a service where
they call a lonely person once or twice a week to offer them some conversation and
brighten up their day. North Staffs Linkline is one example.
Join a Pen Pal scheme – by writing to older people we offer a sense of nostalgia and
happy memories as well as providing a cheerful letter.
Attend a community project or a youth group – as well as having fun yourself, there
may be others there who need a friend. We do not know what struggles others have
to deal with; a friendly face and a chat could make a huge difference to a young
person suffering in the grasp of relational poverty.
Send a friend a text message – reconnect with someone you have lost touch with.
Say hello to someone you would not normally talk to at school. This is important as
people may appear fine but inside they may be fighting a battle with loneliness. A
simple hello could change someone’s day completely.
Be kind.
Raise funds for charities like Father Hudson’s Care who run projects to combat this
issue across the Archdiocese of Birmingham.

.
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Teacher’s Guidance
Talk about the case studies we have seen over the past few sessions and the feelings we have
come across. What would you like to do to help those in need, suffering from relational
poverty? How could we as a school help? How can we get involved in our community?
Read over the ‘How can we help?’ sheet as a group and discuss the ways we can help. Note
down anyone who would be willing to help with the cause. Ask those if they would like more
information on what they can do to help others. For these students, visit
www.fatherhudsons.org.uk and print off some information about the projects they are
involved in and how to get in touch.
Encourage the students to get involved in the
discussion about how we can help Father
Hudson’s and its projects. How does us helping
relate to Catholic Social Teaching and our Catholic
values? Discuss how helping makes us
compassionate and loving. Refer to the Jesuit
Pupil Profile for other virtues that the work of
Father Hudson’s can relate to.
This is only a short session that will follow on to
discussing fundraising ideas. These ideas can be
passed on to Lay Chaplains, Heads or Deputy
Heads to discuss a way of fundraising to donate to
Father Hudson’s Care.

Finish the discussion with a prayer – see the prayer sheet, Prayer for the Poor and Needy.
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Fundraising for Father Hudson’s Care
What does Father Hudson’s Care do to tackle relational
poverty?
Guided by Christ’s command to ‘love one another as I have loved you,’ Father Hudson’s Care
reaches out to people in need, particularly those who are experiencing relational poverty.
As well as offering practical help, we aim to make sure everyone is supported to achieve their
personal ambitions and live a fulfilled life.
Father Hudson’s Care, together with community projects and partners, works with:









People with complex disabilities
Older people living with dementia
People who have learning
disabilities
Children and young people living in
foster care
People who have been separated
from their birth families through
adoption or living in children’s
homes







Female asylum seekers who have
nowhere to live
Homeless people
Older people who are isolated from
their local communities
Children, young people and families
who are experiencing difficulties
People living in poverty
Women who are caught up in the
criminal justice system

Choose one of the groups from the list above that we have not previously talked about in
school and write down:


How might relational poverty affect them?



What support or services would they benefit from?
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Working with each of these groups,
Father Hudson’s Care is very involved
in all areas of poverty, particularly
relational poverty.
Some of the projects that meet the
needs of these diverse groups are
Young at Heart, New Heights, Hope,
Embrace, St Catherine’s Day Service
and Maryvale Community Project.

Visit www.fatherhudsons.org.uk/our-services.htm to find out more about the other ways
we tackle relational poverty.
All of these projects, that Father Hudson’s either runs, helped set up or supports, have similar
aims of bringing social interaction back into people’s lives. From the case studies you have
read and talked about you can see what a difference it makes to people’s lives.
Many elderly people are widowed, so have lost their life-long partner and have also lost a
guaranteed daily conversation. Some don’t feel confident enough to go out on their own any
more, which could be down to an illness or mobility issue. This restricts who they see, and
even just a chat in a supermarket becomes a rarity for some. The charity Age UK has found
that 1.2 million elderly people are chronically lonely, which has negative effects on their
mental and physical health.
With younger people, you can see how hard it is sometimes to fit in and find people who you
can relate to, as described in Ines’s story from the Hope project. It isn’t just the older people
who can feel socially isolated; young people with no disabilities and no social issues can
sometimes find it hard to fit in. In 2016-17 ChildLine received 4,063 calls about social isolation
and loneliness. Three quarters of the children receiving counselling for this were girls. Many
boys do not seek the help they need and the rate of suicide among boys and young men has
been rising in recent years.
These statistics show why we all need to do more to tackle social isolation and relational
poverty. Father Hudson’s is doing as much as it can to help the community. However, this is
only possible through fundraising in order to raise the monies required to continue their
inspirational and faith-filled work. All of us need to work together for the common good to
fulfil one of the principles of Catholic Social Teaching.
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Why should we raise funds for Father Hudson’s?
By fundraising for the common good, we are fulfilling our role as a faith-filled citizen of the
school, following the Catholic virtues. By looking out for the poor and vulnerable we are also
following a second principle of Catholic Social Teaching, the preferential option for the poor.
Helping the poor and vulnerable is everyone’s responsibility, and by doing so we are being
prophetic with our actions and setting a good example of a faith-filled way of life. This is a
form of Christian witness. Father Hudson’s Care wants to be able to continue bringing joy and
hope to people’s lives.
In September 2017, Father Hudson’s Care, working with other organisations, opened a shelter
for homeless people, giving them the opportunity to start rebuilding their lives. With the
funds raised this year, Father Hudson’s Care can continue to support existing, new and future
projects that benefit the community.
Bear one another’s burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ.
Galatians 6:2
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Fundraising Ideas
Here are some great ideas to get you fundraising for Father Hudson’s Care:
Bake sale


Everyone loves cake and sweet treats, so why not use this to your advantage and take
the time to make some money for Father Hudson’s Care by baking some delicious
treats and selling them at school?

Bring-and-buy sale


One person’s rubbish is another’s treasure. Follow suit and arrange a bring-and-buy
sale, where everyone brings in something they no-longer need and someone else has
the opportunity to buy it. A great chance to find yourself a new treasure while raising
funds for Father Hudson’s Care.

Charity sports match


Whether you have a school team or not, how about a match for charity? Cricket,
football, hockey, netball or rugby, it matters not. Set a small fee for students to come
and watch, with the money going to your Walk a Mile total. Why not make it teachers
versus students for an extra challenge?!

Non-uniform day


Nobody likes wearing school uniform, so how about
organising a non-uniform day and for a small cost
you can wear your own clothes?

Pyjama Day


Imagine rolling out of bed in the morning and not
having to get dressed… Why not spend a day in
comfort and organise a whole school pyjama day?
Or, if you fancy a challenge, get sponsored to be the only one in pyjamas all day!

Teachers in the stocks


Ideal for summer, why not give your teachers a good cooling off? Teachers in stocks
and a bucket of wet sponges… simple, but it’s sure to be a good fundraiser.
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Prayers
Prayer for Overcoming Loneliness
Dear God,
I feel alone.
Please bring the warmth of relationships into my life.
Please cover my thoughts with hope.
Please send your love into my heart.
I know you are alive in all I experience.
May the birdsong speak to my soul,
May the trees remind me of life,
May the bread I eat nourish my soul with its goodness,
As I connect with the world around me.

I give thanks for all those who love me,
For all those who care.
Help me to receive your hope in my heart,
To embrace your life flowing in mine.
I know I live and breathe as part of your family
And dwell safely in you.
I know you understand me.
I am not alone.
Amen.
www.lords-prayer-words.com
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Prayer for the Poor and Needy
Lord God,
You came to give honour to the least, those forgotten, overlooked and misjudged.
You came to give first place to the last, those left behind, misunderstood and undervalued.
You came to give a warm welcome to the lost, those who are orphaned, abandoned and
destitute.
Help us to be your ears to listen to their cries.
Help us to be your voice speaking out love and acceptance.
Help us to be your feet walking beside those in need.
Help us to be your hands to clothe, feed and shelter them.
You came for the least, the lost and last of this world.
Lord, hear our prayer.
Amen.
www.lords-prayers-words.com
Prayer for the Elderly
Lord I know many older people who I could visit. Sometimes I think they will not understand
my life, my hopes and dreams, my music, my interests, my worries. They are from a different
time.
Lord I admit, perhaps I underestimate them. Perhaps they know more than I think. Maybe
they are more understanding than I realise.
I know I could visit more often, especially if they are not able to get out much.
Lord, help me give more time to my older relatives, family friends and neighbours. I think they
would value my company and I would enjoy theirs too.
Amen.
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A Prayer for Hope
Heavenly father, I am your humble servant, I come before you today in need of hope.
There are times when I feel helpless.
There are times when I feel weak. I pray for hope.
I need hope for a better future. I need hope for a better life. I need hope for love and
kindness.
Some say that the sky is at its darkest just before the light.
I pray that this is true, for all seems dark.
I need your light, Lord, in every way.
I pray to be filled with your light from head to toe, to bask in your glory.
To know that all is right in the world, as you have planned, and as you want it to be.
Help me to walk in your light, and live my life in faith and glory.
In your name I pray,
Amen.
www.catholic.org/prayers

A prayer for those in need in our own communities
Heavenly Father
Help us to see those around us through your eyes and not our own.
To see that we are all created in your image and likeness
We pray that you may give us the courage and the wisdom to reach out to those around us,
those who are most in need of our help, our friendship and support
Help us to remember that we are your children and you love each one of us with an
everlasting love.
We ask this through Christ our Lord
Amen.
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Our school’s donation for
Walk a Mile in their Shoes
Please return this form with your cheque made payable to ‘Father Hudson’s Society’, or
contact fundraising@fatherhudsons.org.uk for other ways to donate.
Name of school
Contact name
Position
Address of school

Town
Postcode
Telephone
E-mail
Comments

Amount raised

£

Today’s date

Please make cheques payable to ‘Father Hudson’s Society’.
Send this form with your cheque to:
Father Hudson’s Care
St George’s House
Gerards Way
Coleshill
Birmingham B46 3FG
Thank you for your support.
Reaching out to provide social care in the Catholic Archdiocese of Birmingham
Registered in England and Wales no. 1653388. Registered charity no. 512992.
Father Hudson’s Care is a working name of Father Hudson’s Society.
01675 43400028
www.fatherhudsons.org.uk

Walk a Mile in Their Shoes
Assembly PowerPoint and Notes

This year we are joining in with the Walk a Mile campaign from Father Hudson’s Care.
*Fly in* this year’s theme is Being a Friend: Relational Poverty.
Now, before we begin to discuss this year’s theme, let us have a look at what Walk a
Mile does.
Next Slide
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*Fly in* Walk a Mile in their Shoes is a school-based initiative, which aims to highlight
current issues facing our communities and to explore the work of Father Hudson’s Care.
*Fly in* Walk a Mile raises funds thanks to the energy and enthusiasm of senior school
students. The funds raised help Father Hudson’s make a difference to communities
through its work, improve the services it offers, and make them accessible to more
people.
*Fly in* The funds raised can transform essential services. Over the last two years,
senior schools have been raising funds to refurbish St Catherine’s Day Service for
people with disabilities. To show how important the support of senior schools is to
Father Hudson’s, here are two pictures of the hydrotherapy pool.
*Fly in picture* You can see the difference, new and old. The old pool had been used so
much and without strong enough ventilation that the walls became covered in damp
and mould, the window was of no use and the flooring needed to be replaced.
This pool helps people who cannot use their limbs properly to relax in the warm water,
which has therapeutic properties. Imagine being in a chair that’s moulded to you all
day. Would you not like some relief where you can move your limbs freely and pain
free? Not only do Father Hudson’s service users get to use this fantastic facility but
other organisations too. It is an important piece of kit for many disabled people.
Next Slide
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Father Hudson’s Care recognises all poverty as important and tries to help those
affected by it as best it can.
However, this year the theme is Relational Poverty. Does anybody know what this
means?
*Fly in* Relational poverty has also been known as the poverty of isolation. Therefore,
this year’s theme relates to social isolation.
*Fly in* This can happen to anyone. When we think of people who are lonely, who do
we think of?
*Fly in* Some suggestions are, the elderly, people with disabilities, the poor, young
people, and people who are being bullied or ostracised…
The elderly are at huge risk. If they live alone and cannot go out on their own, is it likely
they have daily visitors or conversation? They are going to get pretty lonely.
People your age are at a huge risk. If they have suffered from bullying, or are excluded
from friendship groups, how will they feel? No-one talking to you in class or at lunch. It
is not very nice. No one to text or go online with. It’s not the friendliest of feelings, is it?
Cyber bullying is a particular problem, where a cruel joke or a smart remark can be
shared and may remain online for ever. It is hard to find a refuge from this type of
bullying.
Next Slide
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Father Hudson’s Care has a number of projects to alleviate relational poverty.
*Fly in* Maryvale – elderly day centre and befriending service
*Fly in* Embrace – activities and befriending service for older people
*Fly in* New Heights – community project to help elderly and disabled people, as well
as supporting other members of the community
*Fly in* Young at Heart – runs clubs and groups for the elderly in North Staffordshire
*Fly in* Hope – supports people of all ages within the Wolverhampton community
*Fly in* St Catherine’s Day Service – a day centre for those with profound disabilities to
come and meet, have fun and fulfil their potential.
These services provide an opportunity to get people experiencing isolation out of the
house and back into the community. Building their self-esteem and friendships will help
to overcome relational poverty.
Next Slide
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Catholic Social Teaching highlights several principles that we should honour. One of
these is *Fly in* Preferential Option for the Poor.
To follow a faith-filled life, we must try to practice these principles. Relational Poverty is
encompassed within this principle.
*Fly in Bible Quote* ‘Do not neglect to do good…’ Now, this means we can help those
suffering from relational poverty. We can help them. Does anyone have any
suggestions on how we can help those suffering from relational poverty?
We can befriend someone – many charities have a telephone befriending service,
where you are paired with someone and share a phone call once or twice a week. Some
charities have face-to-face befriending services where you will go and visit an elderly
person in their home.
We could volunteer at a day centre or youth group. By volunteering at these services
you can make friends with new people, and by doing so you may brighten someone's
day. Being that friendly face may be enough for them to start feeling better about
themselves.
There are plenty of ways in which you can help to do good, and share what time you
have. Giving your time and doing good will please God – therefore you are living a
compassionate, loving, faith-filled way of life, as God intended.
Next Slide
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So, how can we fundraise for Father Hudson’s Care?
Here are just some ideas of how we can get involved. *Fly in x7*
Do you have any more suggestions?
I am sure you can all find time in form to come up with some suggestions and our
school can pick a suitable one for such a good cause!
Let us pray.
Next Slide
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Lord God,
You came to give honour to the least, those forgotten, overlooked and misjudged.
You came to give first place to the last, those left behind, misunderstood and
undervalued.
You came to give a warm welcome to the lost, those who are orphaned, abandoned
and destitute.
Help us to be your ears to listen to their cries.
Help us to be your voice speaking out love and acceptance.
Help us to be your feet walking beside those in need.
Help us to be your hands to clothe, feed and shelter them.
You came for the least, the lost and last of this world.
Lord, hear our prayer.
Amen.
www.lords-prayer-words.com
Next Slide
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So all that is left for me to say is a massive ‘thank you’ for listening and to wish you
God’s blessings for your fundraising. Please keep Father Hudson’s updated with your
fundraising and events. You can share your updates and photos on Twitter using the
hashtag #walkamile!
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